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Snow white
with Bruno Cappagli and Fabio Galanti
directed by Bruno Cappagli
voice-over by Giovanni Boccomino
lights by Andrea Aristidi
stage objects by Tanja Eick

What would happen if a theatre company could not arrive
at the theatre in time for the show?
And what if the show was “Snow White”?
It would be very difficult to explain it to the audience...
But the director of the theatre could have a brilliant idea
and ask someone else to play on stage,
because “everyone knows this story”, it would be easy even for those
who have set up the scene for this show for years.
So two technicians, who are used to stay behind the scenes,
find themselves on stage trying to tell this classic tale,
improvising and pretending to be real actors.
In spite of the first difficulties and with the support of the director,
the two protagonists discover that they like living
in the imaginary world of the tale, walking in the shoes
of the true characters of the story. We will see a transformation of the roles
and of the objects on stage functional to narrative.
A metamorphosis, just like the one Snow White experiences in the tale,
and the one everyone of us experiences while growing up.
The show was awarded at the 3rd edition of the theatre festival “Piccolipalchi”
organised by ERT (Regional Theatre Authority of Friuli Venezia Giulia) with the audience award
The show was awarded with the “L’uccellino Azzuro” award as best show and
Fabio Galanti was awarded with the “Silvia” award as best actor, at the 13th edition of
the Festival “Ti fiabo e ti racconto” held in Molfetta.

